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Item 3 - Amendment to Downtown Official Development Plan – Area K3 (Granville Street) - Oppose (10)

03/11/2021 16:44 Oppose Dear Mayor and Council, My wife and I own The Templeton on 1087 Granville Street. The Templeton is a 50's diner that started in 
this location in 1934. We have owned the diner for several years and we employ about 10-15 employees depending on the 
season. We would like to voice our opposition to this development. Our main concern is the increase in Social housing and the 
negative effects on our neighborhood and business. Our area already has a very high density of SRO's especially after the 
Howard Johnson has been converted to social housing. Other neighborhoods can and should do their part as well in this crisis. 
Since these changes in our neighborhood with the Howard Johnson conversion, the impacts to Granville Street has been 
disastrous. There has been many businesses that have closed down that will never return. We have had more break ins and 
issues with the vulnerable population than ever before. We have never had so many issues with addicts, needles and human 
feces. There are so many issues daily that we don't even bother calling the police anymore. Granville Street is at a tipping point of 
becoming another East Hastings. The Templeton has been in this location through a World War, many recessions and now a 
pandemic but now it seems like we may have to consider moving our restaurant because of the decisions of this council and BC 
housing. We have already personally moved out of the area because we couldn't take it mentally anymore. I'm sorry to say but 
what we are doing is not working to help the vulnerable population and people with addiction. We have to at least admit that when 
something is not working we need to change the way we're looking at this. I am speaking from personal experience. My brother 
died from an overdose so trust me when I say I want to help people with addiction. He died alone in an SRO with no facilities or 
support staff. Has the mayor or council ever actually been in to any of the SRO's downtown' The conditions are sad. Giving an 
addict an SRO is giving them a place to overdose and die alone. They need proper support facilities with professional health staff 
and a safe drug supply. This is the only way out of this. More rooms with no safe drug supply and no professional health staff will 
mean more overdoses and more people dying alone.

Mark Moody Mark Moody Downtown
No web 
attachments.

03/11/2021 16:52 Oppose Dear Mayor and Council; Please accept this correspondence on behalf of ourselves and our Clients who Own several buildings in 
the Downtown Official Development Plan ' K3 (Granville Street) Area. This correspondence is intended to voice non-support for 
this Amendment as it stands. With limits to frontage, density, and age of buildings ' this Amendment represents a lost opportunity 
for these blocks of Granville Street. We would encourage that these blocks continue to be viewed together with the entire 
downtown Granville Street from Waterfront to the Granville Street Bridge as well as beyond as a connector from downtown's 
Central Business District to Central Broadway. These two areas represent the two largest economic zones for activity in the 
province, as well as a central entertainment and arts district, and significant area of heritage assets and potential for housing of all 
incomes. With this in mind, there is much greater opportunity, in our opinion for a broad mix of housing options, offices, and other 
job spaces, including towers, for these two blocks. And in our view, should not be limited to what is currently presented in the 
Amendment. Sincerely, James Tod on behalf of Dee Corp

James Tod No Name No 
Name (ps)

Downtown
No web 
attachments.

03/11/2021 16:55 Oppose Granville Street, including the K3 zone, should not under any circumstances have any expanded residential uses ' whether such 
residential uses are for social, rental or market housing or otherwise. Only the expansion of commercial density and art & culture 
uses should be allowed. Granville Street has always been a predominantly commercial street - it should continue to remain as one. 
Commercial density, whether unrealized currently or actually existing, should neither be reduced nor replaced by residential uses. 
This street is historically a commercial Use street, and this Commercial Use of the street is an important part of its heritage - it 
should be respected, enhanced, grown and not reduced. Focus should be consistent with past densities and therefore be 
increased to reflect that history - where buildings were built to a 5-6 FSR like the former Tom Lee Building at 929 Granville Street 
(~6 FSR) for example, versus only or predominantly increasing residential uses and densities alone. Residential uses conflict with 
the inherent nature of a street that includes the City's Entertainment District, and a street that has large, bright and often kinetic 
neon signage, festivals, large gatherings and the general hustle and bustle of a commercial street with extended retail and 
business hours beyond normal hours. Residential uses want quiet ' this conflicts with the noise and activity of increased 
entertainment, restaurant and arts & culture uses. Granville Street is known for its immense activity and the noise and excitement 
that go hand in hand with the same. Generally speaking most residents want and seek a quiet home. And therefore, increasing 
residential uses on arguably the busiest and loudest street in the City is counterintuitive, and conflicts with commercial uses - and 
quite simply lacks common sense. Please note that the municipality of Vancouver is 115 square km and any new or old housing 
requirements, whether for rental, social or market housing, can be substantially located on more appropriate streets or areas. We 
need commercial space to drive the economy. The conversion of K3 properties allowing for increased residential use and density 
will cause the loss of existing small businesses, above grade offices and other commercial uses, and the loss of hotel space. We 
should not have policy that diminishes neither existing nor potential commercial space. It makes sense to increase only the 
commercial density of downtown's Granville street, including on the K3 zone. I urge Council to exercise logic, and do its best to 
keep the Granville Street in line with its historic use as a commercial, hotel, tourist, entertainment and cultural ' and not allow for 
quick fix, ill advised plans for the expansion of residential uses as the K3 amendment proposes. The majority of people in this City 
share the same vision of wanting to see Vancouver become a world class City, but policy like this will only restrict and inhibit that 
level of g

Dimitri Bonnis Mr Dimitri Bonnis Downtown
No web 
attachments.
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Item 3 - Amendment to Downtown Official Development Plan – Area K3 (Granville Street) - Oppose (10)

03/11/2021 17:14 Oppose Granville Street, including the K3 zone, should not under any circumstances have any expanded residential uses ' whether such 
residential uses are for social, rental or market housing or otherwise. Only the expansion of commercial density and art & culture 
uses should be allowed. Granville Street has always historically been a predominantly commercial street - it should continue to 
remain as one. Commercial density, whether unrealized currently or actually existing, should neither be reduced nor replaced by 
residential uses. This street is historically a commercial Use street, and thus Commercial Use of the street is an important part of 
its heritage - it should be respected, enhanced, grown and not reduced. Focus should be consistent with past densities and 
therefore be increased to reflect that history - where buildings were built to a 5-6 FSR like the former Tom Lee Building at 929 
Granville Street (~6 FSR) for example, versus only or predominantly increasing residential uses and densities alone. Residential 
uses conflict with the inherent nature of a street that includes the City's Entertainment District, and a street that has large, bright 
and often kinetic neon signage, festivals, large gatherings and the general hustle and bustle of a commercial street with extended 
retail and business hours beyond normal hours. Residential uses want quiet ' this conflicts with the noise and activity of increased 
entertainment, restaurant and arts & culture uses. Granville Street is known for its immense activity and the noise and excitement 
that go hand in hand with the same. Generally speaking most residents want and seek a quiet home. And therefore, increasing 
residential uses on arguably the busiest and loudest street in the City is counterintuitive, and conflicts with commercial uses - and 
quite simply lacks common sense. Note the municipality of Vancouver is 115 sqkm and any new or old housing requirements, 
whether for rental, social or market housing, can be substantially located on more appropriate streets or areas. We need 
commercial space to drive the economy. The conversion of K3 properties allowing for increased residential use and density will 
necessarily cause the loss of existing small businesses, above grade offices and other commercial uses, and the loss of hotel 
space. We should not have policy that diminishes neither existing nor potential commercial space. It makes sense to increase only 
the commercial density of downtown's Granville street, including on the K3 zone. I urge Council to exercise logic, and do its best to 
keep the Granville Street in line with its historic use as a commercial, hotel, tourist, entertainment and cultural ' and not allow for 
quick fix, ill advised plans for the expansion of residential uses as the K3 amendment proposes.

Kirk Bonnis Kirk Bonnis Downtown
No web 
attachments.

03/11/2021 17:16 Oppose Granville Street Including K3 Block should not have expanded Residential Uses- Social or otherwise Granville Street has always 
been a commercial street & needs to remain as a commercial street Commercial space and uses should not be lost to residential 
uses Developing buildings for residential uses will be a loss of existing and potential commercial space - the commercial area will 
be reduced on the ground floor - any assertion that they will be replaced is not true SRO's were build as short term hotels - never 
for long term and many do not have washrooms and kitchens We have a shortage of hotel rooms - they should not be converted 
to any use except as they are HOTEL USE We should not have people that have addictions or are prone to addiction anywhere 
near the Granville Street Entertainment District Residential uses conflict with the inherent nature of a street that includes the City's 
Entertainment District, and a street that has large lights and neon signage , festivals , large gatherings and the general hustle and 
bustle of a commercial street with extended retail and business hours, beyond normal hours. Granville Street is known for its 
immense activity and associated excitement . Generally speaking most residents wish and seek a quiet home. And therefore 
increasing residential uses on the busiest and loudest street in the City is counter intuitive and and quite simply does not make 
sense. Residential uses and K3 changes do not support success of existing small businesses - cause gentrification and force out 
small business This will cause greater problems for policing K3 changes do not correspond to the DTBIA vision for the street - 
especially the Restaurant Row Vision Street should be used for business , entertainment , food & beverage uses and arts. Also 
Change will be bad for Tourism

Lakis Sidiropoulos Lakis Sidiropoulos Dunbar-Southlands
No web 
attachments.
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